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the University of Maine in 1918, were
FEATURES
Advises Scrutiny of College
Customs
Speaking at junior chapel exercises at
the University of Maine Friday, President Clarence C. Little, Harvard 1910,
criticised the governing board of the
Harvard Union for refusing to allow
students to hear Socialist speakers. He
urged students to adopt an attitude of
Iiherality and tolerance.
"XVe are living in a period of intolerance," he said, "people say one thing
and do another. We must learn to think
other people's point of view. Liberality and tolerance are the most important attitudes you can learn in college.
"SOME WISE, SOME IMBECILE"
Don't be bound by traditions. Your
:lass has passed through its trial period
and now faces a year in which it is going to contribute something of value to
the university. Consider college customs
solely on the merits. Some of them are
wise and some are imbecile."
"Be liberal and kind. Learn to see the
imaginative quality in life. Some get
sidetracked by counting too carefully the
mechanical units of life. It will be a
great day for colleges when all rules can
he discarded. We have paid too much
attention to the letter of the law. Find
a weakness in yourself and in the college
and leave behind next year as a gift the
elimination of the weakness."
The chapel was filled with students,
friends and faculty members. As is the
custom, the services were in charge of
the Juniors, Stanley Hyde acting as
chaplain in leading the meeting and presenting the speakers.
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The program was as follows:
Overture
Invocation
Responsive Reading
Salutatory Address—George Gruhn,
President of 1925
Address to the Juniors—President
Little
Hymn
Prayer
Natius
tI .ine Stein Song

Apology from Colby Is
Formally Accepted Here
The Athletic Board last Thursday
evening formally accepted the apology
of Colby authorities for Coach Ryan's
protest of Prof. Archer Grover as an
otlicial at the state track and field meet
Lewiston on May 17. Athletic relations with Colby will be resumed in accordance with the pre-arranged schedule.
At the last meeting of the Maine Intercollegiate Track and Field Association
Coach Ryan of Colby College protested
against Professor Grover of the University of Maine acting as an official in the
coming State meet. His reason in prote.sting, it is said, was that Professor
(;rover conveyed a message from Graduate Manager Bryant of the University
of Maine for the benefit (if a
Maine athlete. Professor Grover was an official
at th last met.
The authorities of the University of
Maine became indignant at the protest
the Colby Coach and broke off ath1,1. 1c relations with the Waterville Institution in President I.ittle's cotnmunication to Professor J. I). Taylor last
Friday. After due consideration by the
C"IbY Athletic Council it was decided
to take
measures to end the matter in a
Nst way.
The break in relations, had it
continued. would have spoiled the plans for
the annual
State Meet which is scheduled to take place
May 17.
(Continued on Page Six)

commissioned foreign missionaries Sunday, at an impressive service in Alumni
Hall under the auspices of the American
Board of Commissions for Foreign Missions. Mr. and Mrs. Vrooman will sail
for Turkey this summer, where they will
be connected with the International College at Smyrna.
The Rev. D. Brewer Eddy of Boston
delivered the sermon and tendered the
commissions and there were remarks by
Mr. Vrooman. President Little and Eric
0. Berg of Springfield, Mass.; the Rev.
C. W. Wilson of Orono, Prof. A. L.
Fitch and Prof. L. J. Pollard also participated in the ceremony.
The service was opened with music
by the Instrumental Trio, consisting of
Morris Robinson '27, violin; Anna Torrens '27, cello, and Jasper Brown '26,
piano. The Invocation was given by
Professor L. J. Pollard, followed by
Responsive Reading, led by Professor
A. L. Fitch. The Reverend Harry Vrooman read the Scripture Lesson, and then
the hymn, "Fling Out the Banner" was
sung. The splendid sermon of the Reverend D. Brewer Eddy. D.D., was based
on the sixth verse of Acts I, "Lord, wilt
thou at this time restore again the kingdom of Israel?"
The sermon was followed by an anthem, "Lovely Appear," sung by the
United Parish Church quartette. Dr.
Eddy then presented the commissions
which stated that Lee and Helen Vrooman were to be sent under the auspices
of the American Board of Commissions
for Foreign M1ssions to represent Maine
in Turkey. In response Lee Vrooman
told of Turkey's irresistible call. He
told of how a year from now we might
think of them as being busy, for all
people in that line of work are kept busy;
discouraged perhaps, for they may not
make as much headway as they hope to,
hut at any rate, having joy and zest in
working for our friend, Jesus Christ.
After the quartette had sung "Send
Out Thy Light," Eric 0. Berg told how.
(Continued on Page Six)
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Annual Junior Prom Has
Many Novel Features
The Junior Promenade of the class of
1925 was held Friday evening, May 9, in
Alumni Hall.
The decorations were green and white,
the class colors. Streamers were arranged to form a canopy over the floor
and around the balcony were branches
with smaller streamers in the delicate
shades of pink, green, and blue hanging
from them. In the center of the floor
a large 25 was flashed from above. Japanese lanterns were hung about adding
to the effect. Around the edge of the hall
and under the balcony the fraternity
booths were arranged. Much credit is
due to Lawrence Connor, chairman of
the Prom Committee, for the attractive
decorations and the success of the party.
A reception was held before the dance.
Members of the reception committee
were President and Mrs. Clarence C.
Little. Dean and/ Mrs. Leon S. Merrill.
Dean Caroline Colvin. Mr. James A.
Gannett and Mr. George H. Gruhn.
president of the class of '25.
An order of 26 dances followed the
reception. Music was furnished by
Hardy's Tivoli Orchestra of Worcester,
Mass. The favors were black moire silk
handbags with M and '25 on them in
gold lettering.
I hiring intermission, a solo by Master
Wilbur Littlefield of Orono added novelty Refreshments of ice cream, cookies
and punch were served.
The patronesses for the evening were
Mrs. Ella Mason, Mrs. Kate Estabrooke.
Mrs. Mattie Munson. Mrs. Bertha Moulton. Mrs. Edith Chase, Mrs. Louise Verrill, and Mrs. Laura Nutter.
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Senior Skulls Tap 10 Juniors
Junior Week began Thursday evening
with the presentation of "Icebound" by
the Maine Masque in Alumni Hall and
was e‘included with the commissioning
of Mr. and Mrs. Lee Vrooman on Sunday. The time between was occupied by
various social and athletic activities that
were made enjoyable by the first pleasant weather of the season.
Class periods were shortened Friday
morning so as to give a full hour to Junior Chapel exercises. President Little
was the main speaker and in the first
part of his address told of how a vision
came to him in which he and the faculty
were students at the University and
"flunked" outrageously their major
courses in athletics and modern and esthetic dancing as conducted by the present juniors. In the latter part of his
address he stated that the greatest gift
an individual could make to himself or
(('ontinued on Page Six)
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Icebound" Preseilted
By Masque and Domino
—Si-"icebound. by the pla.iers of the
Maine Masque and Domino, is considered
one of the best dramas shown here in the
past several years. The fact that the
setting of the play is at Veazie, so near
at hand, did not lessen the appreciation
of it; instead, the mention of some well
known place such as Thomaston or Old
Town brought out many hearty laughs
and the cast was called to the curtain
twice at the finale to receive the applause
of the audience.
The stage setting is very simple as the
one scene in the Jordan homestead is
used throughout. In a character play
such as this with its distorted English
there is a grave danger of missing cues
and of "overacting"; however, everything went off smoothly and each member of the cast shares equally in the success. The play was directed by Mr.
Bailey and Mr. Wallace of the department of public speaking.
(Continued on Page Six)

sonnel Department for
High Rank in College
Of Technology
-

The Personnel Department of the University of Maine has just announced the
ten highest ranking Sophomores in the
College of Technology. These honor
men are:
NV. M. Barrows of Dover-Foxcroft,
Maine: C. 11. Bischoff of Franklin,
Mass.; S. B. Coleman of Saco, Maine;
J. I). Doherty of Bangor, Maine; T. Heistad of Rockport, Maine; R. R. Parkman of Hartland, Maine; D. Parsons of
Portland, Maine; A. J. Staples of Washburn, Maine; E. M. Stevens of Woodfords, Maine; D. D. Uong of Foochow,
China.
Mr. Barrows heads the list in point of
grade as well as alphabetically. His high
scholarship has already won for him the
l'au Beta Pi slide-rule prize. The fact
that lie is a letter man in Track has won
him membership in the M Club; and his
general popularity has been recognized
by membership in the Sophomore Owls
Fraternity. He is also a member of
Sigma Alpha Epsilon Fraternity.
Mr. Bischoff is the second ranking man
in the list. He has been active in football and is a member of the Rifle Team
of the University.
The remaining men on the list have
attained very nearly the same rating and
are theref‘lre listed alphahetically.
Mr. Coleman is a member of the University Band; Mr. Stevens is a member
of the Glee Club and of the track squad;
Mr. Ileistad is a member of the Cross
Country Squad, the Rifle Team, the
Orchestra, and the Glee Club; Mr. Parms is a member of Sigma Chi Fraternity and is active in journalistic work;
Mr. Parkman is a member of the Track
Squad and the University Band; Mr.
Staples is a member of the Rifle Team
and the University Band and is active
in journalistic work; Mr. Uong is a polevaulter.
The rating which has placed these men
at the head of their class is a Personnel
Average and includes not only scholastic
standing, but also activity in the various
branches of university life outside the
class room, together with an estimate of
character and ability given by members
of the University faculty and student associates.
(('ontinued on Page Six)

COMMENCEMENT PROGRAM
1924
University of Maine
Titussnay, JeN. 3
4.00 P.M. Phi Beta Kappa Initiation
50) P.M. Phi Kappa Phi Initiation
6.30 I'M. Banquet National Honorary Societies, Balentine Hall
Phi Kappa Phi, Tau Beta Pi, Alpha Zeta, Phi Beta Kappa
FRIDAY, JUNE 6
9.00 A . M. Meeting of the Board of Trustees
9.30 A.M. Meeting of the Alumni Council, Library
Class Day Exercises, University Oval
6.00 P.M. Senior Skull Initiation and Banquet
8.00 P.M. President's Reception, Library (Dress optional)
9.00 P.M. Reserved for Fraternity Receptions
9.00

A.M.

12.31) noon
3.00 P.M.
6.00 P.M.
9.00 P.M.

SATURDAY, JUNI. 7—Atumso DAY
Annual Business Meeting, General Alumni Ass'n,
Chapel, Alumni Hall
Alumni Luncheon, The Commons
Class Frolics
Baseball, New Hampshire vs. Maine
Alumni Banquet, Alumni Hall
Alumni Hop (Informal) GyMniiSitltit

SUNDAY, JUNS 8
10.30 A.M. Baccalaureate Services, Alumni Hall
6.30 P.M. President and Mrs. Little, at Home to Senior Class,
Informal Supper
MONDAY, JUNE 9
9.34) A.M. Commencement Exercises, University Oval
On P.M. Commencement 11all, Gymnasium
••••••1111. ti.••••••.4i

ATHLETIC BOARD WOULD
ORGANIZE NEW
COMMITTEE
Will Have No Paid Coaches
Declaring that the Maine Track and
Field Association has been guilty of
"gross and flagrant errors," R. H. Bryant, graduate manager of athletics at the
University of Maine, on Wednesday notified officials of the association that following the state meet at Lewiston on
May 17, the University will withdraw
Irum the association.
In behalf of the Athletic Board, he invites representatives of the other three
Maine colleges to meet with Maine representatives to establish a new association. It is insisted that paid track coaches
will not be eligible to represent any of
the members of the new association.
The resolution follows:
"Voted that because this Board does
not approve the method under which the
several State of Maine colleges are represented in the M. I. T. & F. A. and because it believes that gross and flagrant
errors in policies, management, and control, tending to defeat the development
oi the best athletic interests of the member colleges, have resulted from this
method of representation, and that this
condition cannot be corrected under the
present organization. Graduate Manager
Bryant is hereby instructed to immediately transmit the vote to the President
of the M. I. T. & F. A. and to notify
him that at the conclusion of the state
meet at Lewiston May 17th, 1924, the
University of Maine will cease to participate in the affairs of the M. I. T. &
F. A. except in so far as may be necessary in order to properly close its finances and accounts up to and including
that date.
"Voted that Chairman Archer Grover
and Graduate Manager Bryant are instructed to immediately get in touch
with the proper athletic authorities of
Hates, Bowdoin, and Colby, and notify
(Continu,4 on Page Six)
Si

frac!: Gob Cabaret Is
Oeclared Huge Success
The Track Club Cabaret furnished a
fitting close for a very successful Junior
‘Veck. The wonderful decorations left
from the Prom furnished a suitable setting for the entertaining specialties,
which could be enjoyed by everyone present because of the clever arrangement
(if the tables.
X piano duet by Charles Evans and
Howard Reiche, and several dancing
specialties by the Misses Maynard and
Lynch. were the main sources of amusement during the evening.
The Track Club is to he complimented
upon the very efficient manner in which
the cabaret was handled. The Cabaret is
always one of the most enjoyable events
of the school year, and all who attended
the offering Saturday night will agree
that it was no exception this year.
The chaperones, who were this year
designated as "Officials" were:
Prof. and Mrs. E .H. Sprague, Mr.
and Mrs. R. H. Bryant, Prof. F. M. Kanaly.
Unique names were given to the members of the cabaret committee:

"Fat" Cambell
"Bur" Burdick
"Pick" O'Connor
"Snooks" Dowd
"Charlie" Noyes
"Ilot" Ayer

Clerk of Course
Starter
Referee
Timer
Announcer
Custodian of Prizes.

The excellent music for the order of
12 dances was furnished by Libby's
orchestra,
Much credit is due "Bob" Turner, who
acted as a very efficient caterer.
Yes. "Fat" Cambell was in charge of
the whole affair.
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pondence to the Canopus anent "what
the girls are reading" revealed that the
average student is toe much preoccupied
with his studies to read newspapers and
the weekly periodicals. It is obvious
that they must obtain. their information
from speakers who know what they are
talking about.
There is another important point in
this connection. The student will believe
and think about what he hears from a
cempetent speaker. whereas he ordinarily
thinks lightly ef what he reads in the
press. "Newspaper talk." as a contemptuous phrase. is familiar to all of us. It
seems to be the business of some instructors to undermine the faith of young
people in the printed word, and to promote a naive confidence in verbal utterances. Whether or not that is a sound
educational policy is open to discussion,
hut it is a fact to be contended with.
Plenty of good speakers are available
for college audiences. Let us hope that
we hear some of them next year.

Subscriptions, $1.61 per year
Single Copies, Five Cents
Entered as xecond class matter at the poutilk". Orono, Maine.
for the genThe editor-In-chief is responsible the
editorial
eral polio, of th- pater and forfor
the news
editor
managing
columns; the
and the
col ns and the makeup of the paper;finances.
business manager for the business and
postoffice
Conummications should be at the
at Alumni Hall before Saturday noon to insure
publication.
Printed by the University Press, Orono, Me.

"A great part of our lives, as we
all feel in our educational period,
is occupied with learning how to
do and to be what others have been
and done before us. But presently
we discover that the world is
changing around us, and that the
secrets of the masters and the experience of our elders do not wholly suffice to establish us effectively
in our younger world. We discover within us needs, aspirations,
powers, of which the generation
that educated us seems unaware, or
towards which it appears to be indifferent, unsympathetic, or even
actively hostile. We perceive gradually or with successive shocks of
surprise that many things which
our fathers declared were true and
satisfactory, are by no means true,
for us. Then it dawns upon us,
perhaps as an exhilarating opportunity, perhaps as a grave and
sobering responsibility, that in a
little while we ourselves shall be
the elders, the responsible generation. Our salvation in the day
when we take command will depend, we believe, upon our disentanglement from the lumber of
heirlooms and hereditary devices,
and upon the free, wise use of our
faculties."
Stuart P. Sherman in
The Genius of America
Let There Be Light

MAINE

CAMPUS

Freshmen Win from Hebron Maine Wins from Bates
In Thrilling 5-4 Game
In 3-1 Battle Saturday
_
The Cruse:reit). of Me= Freshmen
baseball team won from Hebron Saturday mornmg in a hard fought game by a
score of 3-1.
Although the morning was rather cold,
the game was a hard fought one and was
marked by several brilliant plays. Among
these was the first triple play that has
even made on Alumni Field this season.
This play occurred in the first inning with
a Hebron man on second and third base
.And none out. The Hebron batter, in
trying to bunt. hit a short fly to Cassista
who ran to third for the second out and
threw to second base for the last out.
Johnson in the box for the Freshmen,
had a good day, striking out ten of the
t;reen batters, and was backed up by the
rest of the team in good style.
The score:

MAINE 1927
ab. r, bh. po. a. e.
3 1 1 2 2 0
.assista 3b
It is a blessing that Maine and Colby Lewis c
3 0 0 10 0 0
had sense enough to prevent their late tieckett ss
4 2 1 1 0 2
altercation from becoming more than a Elliott ei
3 0 0 0 0 0
minor exchange of verbal hostilities. Af- Johnson p
4 0 2 0 4 0
ter these little affairs arc all over, their llanscom lb
3 0 0 6 0 1
pettiness becomes very apparent to all Gay 21)
3 0 0 S 2 0
concerned. Bates has had her share of Itrewn If
3 0 1 2 0 0
such business, and will continue to have Hightri
2 0 0 1 0 1
in the future, but each succeeding squabble should teach a lesson. It is a lesson
29 3 527 6 4
taught by Aesop some years back-no
HEBRON
d..ule Greek and Roman papas taught it
ab. r. bh. po. a. e.
to their little boys. It is: "Look before
3 1 0 0 2 0
you leap." But if we only would! How Edes 3b
4 0 2 2 0 0
eften we jump at conclusions, with a Kelleher If
4 0 0 6 1 1
•tileeettent tearing of hair, rending of itearce c
3 0 0 6 0 1
garments. gnashing of teeth, and froth- (-.,nroy lb
3 0 0 3 0 0
ing at the mouth. In the late alterca- Puringein ci
3 0 0 0 0 0
tion, it is stated that one genleman from Wheeler rf
3 0 0 1 1 0
Colby jumped at a conclusion which la- l'ender p
3 0 0 5 0 0
ter proved to be an unwarranted one, Perkins ss
0
3 0 0 1
students should take warning. Corbett 2h
tillers are old enough to know better!
29 1 224 9 2
Bates Student.

Maine vs. Colby

Stolen base:, Edes 3, Hackett, Elliot,
Through an error, in the recent issue Jelinson. Sacrifice hit, Lewis. Three
ei the Slainiac. the name of Anna Kelley I; t•t• hit, Hackett. Triple play, Cassista to
Stinchtield was emitted from the list of (lay. Struck out, by Pender 5, by Johnmember, ef Alpha Omicron Pi.
s at 10. Base hits off Pender 5, off Johnstet 2. Base on balls by Pender 3, by
Johnson I. Hit by pitched ball, Cassista
by Pender. Wild pitch, Pender 2. Umpires. Malloy and Repscha. Time 2 hrs.
10 min.

Honorary Scholarship Is
Awarded "Ginger" Fraser

tren F. Fraser has been selected to reye the Honorary Society Scholarship
.1- the coming year. This scholarship
awarded jointly by the Athletic Board
and the faculty committee on Honors.
It is contributed pro rata by the individual members of the Senior Skulls,
Junier Masks and Sophomore Owls. It
is awarded to some deserving student,
who in the opinion of the Athletic Board
is the best athlete making his letter during his freshman year.
There are very few men on campus
who are any more popular than "Ginger"
and it is generally considered by the student body that the selection was a wise
one. He made his football letter in his
freshman year and was on the mythical
all Maine Eleven this past season.

In his addres• to the juniors last Friday. Dr. Little criticised the governing
board if the Harvard Union for refusing to allow Socialist speakers to address
the students. We may assume from this
attitude that he would offer no objection
to the appearance of Upton Sinclair,
Scott Nearing. and ethers who have interesting ideas on modern society, before a University of Maine audience.
More than new dairies and dormitories. even more than a gymnasiumarmory. the University needs intellectual
stimulation. We are doubtless getting
Important Senior Class Meeting, Frithe culture we pay for in time, money
and energy. but 41 a rainy day when day. May lo, 11:35 A. M. Chapel.
recitations lag. it ften seems that the
Commencement plans, Senior Chapel.
man object .4 a collegiate education is and financial assessment to be taken up.
State Meet Rally-Chapel, Thursday,
to increase the capacity of the individual
for being bored.
May 15, 7 P. M.-All Out,
We should hear more speakers who
SPECIAL TRAIN Nonce
have information of value to us as citiArrangements are being made to run
zens, and fewer orators who have an axe a "Special" to the State Meet Saturday.
to grind with us as students. They would The plans will he announced at the rally
stimulate intellectual curiosity, and lead Thursday.
us into unfamiliar lines of thought.
Freshman-Sophomore rope pull at 7
The plaint of the "Indigent Student," o'clock. Wednesday, May 21. Place to
properly denounced by Dr. Eddy in the be announced.
pulpit last Sunday, can be analyzed as
the natural reaction of a student against
an overwhelming mass of propaganda,
_
____e
undoubtedly justified by the facts. but
bard to swallow simply because it was
The Alpha Tau Omega fraternity held
obvi•iusly propaganda.
.in informal party at their Chapter house,
We have heard this year in chapel sev- Saturdae. evening, May 10. The house
eral men and women who have dedicated was artistically decorated with blue and
their lives to Christian work, three g .1(1 crepe paper, serpentine and balloons.
Gubernatorial candidates, and a few vis- 1 During intermission sandwiches, fruit
itors to the campus who were beguiled I salad and coffee were served. An order
mite the platform to talk about "any- .4 sixteen dances was enjoyed, music bething at all." Not one author or journ- ing furnished by Rice's orchestra. Conalist, net one of the reformers who pro- fetti and caps added novelty to the party.
fess to have a panacea for social and The chaperones were Prof. and Mrs.
political ills, have we heard this year.
1Vallace.
The Liberal Club was founded to promote free and frank diecussion of mootDoris Averand. of Worcester, Mass.
ed topics. It cannot succeed until the and Dorothy Newcoomh ef Presque Isle
student body has some definite informa- were guests at Balentine Hall over the
tion on these matters. Recent corres- week-end.

A. T. 0. Informal

Plaeing to extra intregs, Maine Won
from Bates last Saturday afternoon,
May 10. 5 to 4. George Gruhn with a
smashing two-cushion clout to left center drove Dunham across the plate with
the run that gave the Pale Blue and
White a victory over the Garnet in a
gruelling eleven-inning contest. It was
the first State championship game of the
Bates was the first to tally, tucking
away three runs in the fourth inning.
Maine was held scoreless until the sixth,
when Burke drove out a three-bagger
te left field and came home on Blair's
line single to right field.
The Garnet's final counter came in the
seventh frame, when a three-cushion
sock by Ray and an error by Perry made
another tally.
This was really the lucky seventh for
Maine: for in this inning the University
earned three runs, thus tying the score.
Pierce found Hamilton for a pretty
single. The Bates twirler purposely
walked Drew Stearns. Driscoll fanned,
but Gruhn came through with an infield
hit. advancing Pierce to third. Stearns.
however, was tossed out at second. Perry then helped to win his own game with
a smashing single that scored both
Pierce and Gruhn. Captain King brought
the stands up cheering when he lined out
a double that brought Perry home and
tied the score.
From then on it was airtight baseball,
until in the last of the eleventh, with
Dunham on second and Lunge on first,
Gruhn stepped to the bat.
Perry, the University of Maine hurler,
pitched an excellent game, holding the
hard hitting Garnet nine to four hits in
the long battle.
The game was witnessed by a large
crowd of students. Junior Week guests,
and local fans.
MAINE
ab. r.
5 0
5 1
2 0
3 1
4 0
5 1
4 0
4 0
4 1
3 1

Calendar for 1924-25
FALL SEMESTER, 1924
September 5-9, Entrance Examinations.
September 9, Tuesday, University open,
for freshmen.
September 12-16. Arrearage Examina• tions.
September 16, Tuesday. Registration for
upper class students 8 A.M. to 5 P.M.
September 17. Wednesday. Classes begin
8 A.M.
November II, Tuesday. Armistice Day,
a holiday.
November 27. Thursday, Thanksgiving
Day, a holiday.
December 12. Friday, Christmas Recess
begins 5.05 P.M.
De:ember 30, Tuesday, Christmas P' ends 8 A.M.

1925
January 30, Friday, Fall Semester ends
5.05 P.M.
SPRING SEMESTER, 1925
January 31. Saturday, Registration 8
A.M. to 5 P.M.
February 2, Monday, Spring Seme-t. begins 8 A.M.
February. Friday. Winter Carnival, a
holiday.
February. Saturday, Winter Carnival, a
holiday.
March 27. Friday. Spring Recess begin.
5.05 P.M.
Sprit 6. Monday, Spring Recess ends
8 A.M.
May 22-29 (inclusive) Final Examinations.
May 30. Friday. Memorial Day, a holiday
May 31-June 4. (inclusive) Military
Camp.*
June 2-5. Entrance Examinations,
June 5, Friday. Class Day.
June 6, Saturday, Alumni Day.
June 7, Sunday, Baccalaureate Address,
June 8, Monday, Commencement, 9.30
A.M.
*Subject to approval at a later date.

Alpha Gamma Rho

-alAlpha Gamma Rho held an informal
dinner party and dance. Saturday, May 3
at the Nibbin Club.
After dinner an order of fourteen
dances was enjoyed. Matching caps for
partners added novelty to the evening.
Music was furnished by Littlefield's
Orchestra. The favors were silver vanity cases with the fraternity seal in them.
The chaperones for the party were
Professor and Mrs. Smith, Professor
39 5 8 33 16 2 and Mrs. Simmons and Professor HitchTotals
ener.
BATES
ab, r. bh, po. a. e.
5 0 0 2 8 1
Captains and managers of University 'anss
5 0 0 1 1 0
Maine Crosscountry, Basketball, and Voting 2h
rf
Spitler
1 1 1 0 1
4
i..ckey for 1924-25 were approved by
3h
Daker
1 0 1 2 0
5
meeting,
the Athletic board at a recent
The Maine Intercollegiate Tennis Meet
Jordan lb
5 1 0 15 1 0 scheduled to he played here May 14-15,
a el are announced as follows:
5 0 1 1 0 0 has been postponed until Thursday and
Crosscountry-Captain, Clyde G. Pat- Rowe If
Ray
4
cf
1 2 0 0 0 Friday, May 15-16, on account of wet
ten of Topsham: manager, Benjamin W.
3 0 0 10 1 0 courts.
English of New Haven, Conn.; assistant Moulton c
4 0 0 1 2 0
managers, Robert P. Turner of Walpole, Hamilton p
Good tennis and keen competition are
Mass.. and Andrew J. Small of South
expected in the meet according to CapTotals
40 4 4*32 15 2 tain Davenport of the Maine team. Eight
P rtland.
Basketball-Captain. Malcolm F. Lake *Two out when winning run was scored. teams are entered in both the doubles
of Wilton; manager. Frank L. Lincoln Bates
0 0 0 3 0 0 1 0 0 0 0-4 and singles. First rounds, semi-finals,
managers,
assistant
Delmont
Houlton;
0 0 0 0 0 1 3 0 0 0 1-5 and finals will be played. The finals will
Maine
Parsons of Portland. and Alfred W.
take place Friday afternoon if weather
Two-base hits-King. Perry. ThreeHamner of Wethersfield, Conn.
permits.
base hits-Burke. Ray. Stolen basesHockey-Captain. Charles L. Baxter
Gruhn. Bases on balls-Off Perry 2; off
of Rockland. Mass.: manager, Arthur
Hamilton 4. Struck out-By Perry 7;
N. Pendleton of Isleboro; assistant manby Hamilton 9. Sacrifice hits-Gruhn.
Calais,
of
MacGregor
A.
:4.er.. Clarence
Wild pitch-Perry. Passed balls-Gruhn.
am d Frederick T. Mayhew of Walpole,
The course of the Senior Home EcoUmpires-Love and Rawson. Time, 2
Mass.
hours 32 minutes.
nomics includes practise teaching in Old
Town Junior High School of subjects
Dr, Robert Judson Aley, president of
Home Economics De"By Jove. Isabel, when I see by my ac- pertaining to the
the University of Maine from 1910 to
Last Saturday afternoon the
partment.
1,11. will be the Commencement Speaker count that the car has cost us over a
girls of North Hall entertained their
at Defiance College, Defiance. O., it has theusand this year. I get cold feet."
Winslow and other
"Well. Henry. don't blame me. I ad- classes . The Maples,
heel announced by authorities of that ininterest to Home Ecs were
of
buildings
vised you not to keep an account."
eution.
inspected and then a delightful lunch was
served at the Practise House.
Prof.: "You stupid fellow! Don't you
51
kno wthat when George Washington was
my baby Charles."
call
"I'm going to
your age he was a surveyor?"
author. "after Lamb, you know
the
said
.St recent elections Kathleen Mahoney
Student: "Yes, and when he was your
lie is such :t dear little lamb."
wes elected President. and Mary Loomis, age he was president of the United
"Oh, I'd call him William Dean," said
vii e-president of Balentine Hall for the States."
the friend. "he Howells so much."
next semester.
-Wisconsin Octoete;
The following have been recent guests
First %Yuman: "I las your husband quit
at Balulltitie : Mrs. Alvah I.ineken of
gelf ?"
Ed: Is Bill as forgetful as ever?
of
T1 etnasten. Mrs. Charles Bennett
Secend Woman: "Yes, but he still reEddie: I'll say, why he has to look
rtland. Mr. and Mrs. R. M. Norwood
tains the language when he changes a himself up in the directory when he gets
ei Southwest Harbor. Mrs. Edgar Hartire."
ready ti go home from classes.
ri• of Lagrange, Mr. and Mrs. Earl
-Wisconsin Octopus
Fendalson of North Anson and Mrs.
Ile:
"Would you accept a pet monFrank Gorden of Livermore Falls,
"Shay-- I wash jus' tryin' to think."
Edna Brown attended Junior Week at key ?"
She: "Oh, I would have to ask father.
"Think what?"
B..ston University.
l'his is so sudden."-Thc Stevens Trib-What did the one horse shay?"
nne.
-Okla. Whirlwind
1)esperado-"Halt1 If you move you're
King cf
Burke 2h
Blair rf
Dunham rf
Lunge lb
Pierce If
Stearns ss
Driscoll 3b
Gruhn c
Perry p

bh.po. a. e.
1 5 0 0
1 2 5 0
0 0 0 1
2 0 0 0
0 13 0 0
1 1 0 0
0 1 8 0
1 1 0 0
1 8 1 0
1 2 2 1

Athletic Board Announces
Captains and Managers

Intercollegiate Tennis

North Hall Entertains

BALENTINE NOTES

dead."
Roy to Dad-"Dad, can you sign your
This restaurant sure is cheap.
Student-"My man. you should be
name with y.,iir eyes shut ?"
Ilew's that?
more careful of your English. If I
Dad-"Certainly."
Wile I got coffee, doughnuts and :11
should move it would he a sure sign
Boy-"Well. then, shut your eyes and 1.vercoat fir fifteen cents.
sign my report card."
_Mass. Tech. Voo Doo
that I was alive."
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CWhatever your "Choice of a Career,"college training
has increased
your economic *value, and %via,.,rer
projesm-wi u enter,
adequate life insurance is a proper self-appraisal of your powers in
that
direction.
The traditions,practices,andfinancial strength oftheJOHN HANCOCI
Mutual Life Insurance Company are such that a college man can take
especial pride in having a John Hancock policy on his life. It is also
a distinct assetfrom the start. It will pay you to buy it; and later on,
should you think ofjoining the field corps of this company, it will also
pay you to sellJohn Hancock policies. Our representatives will tell you
just how,and assist you in selecting both your career and your insurance.
address agency Department
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Musical Club Members
Commencement and
To Receive Certificates
Alumni Day Are to
Be Joyous Affairs
An important meeting of the musical
Albs was held ii Wingate Hall, Tuesday. May o at noon. Various business
items were discussed.
It has been the custom during the
years when the University of Maine
could boast of a musical club, to award
shingles to those who could qualify. This
year a new kind of a certificate will be
awarded. It has been designed by Edward Curran. the manager, and Sidney
Osborne. the leader. It is of very clever
design, featuring the three words
"MAINE MUSICAL CLUBS." These
shingles will be signed by the manager,
the leader and the faculty instructor.
These shingles mean a great deal to the
men who will receive them, as they represent the award for a lot of hard work
and rigid elimination.
The combined clubs have had a very
successful season, and it is all due to the
untiring efforts of Prof. A. W. Sprague.
This year the club has shown the University, that Maine can have a Glee club,
and one that will rank with those of
larger schools.

---m- —
Past Years Prove Exciting and
Amusing to Those to Stay to
See the Events
By a Spectator

Variety, we are constantly reminded,
by the widespread activities of our local
1
campus sheiks, as well as by the various
amplitudes of our scholastic assignments,
7714
due, it is alleged, to the quality of breakAO,
fast consumed by the Prof. that morn1
11.•
ing, is the spice of life.
f'4
Graduation with all its solemnity and
inspiration would be incomplete without
the huge enjoyment and hilarious cele911)
14
bration of Alumni Day. Mr. Holmes,
(Oliver Wendell, not Sherlock), once
Sixty-one Years in Business
remarked that the best thing about men
was that they were just big boys. The
insuring
One Billion SeVell
Now
actions
of our alumni on the occasions of
Huntircii Million Dollars in
these reunions certainly seem to substanLIFE INSURANCE COMPANY
policies on 3,250,000 lives
p.
OF BOSTON. KassAfemusarra
tiate this statement to a remarkable extent.
. %
I
0
As those who have seen Commence111,r00,74rer.:32.7.42..
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Grace Armstrong spent the week-end the alumni arrive on the campus
Friday
with her parents in Rockland.
morning in uniform. Now this sounds
all very well and conventional, and the
reader doubtless has visions of an orderly file of marching men with gold braided uniforms and white gloves like the
Orono fire department on Memorial Day,
but lol instead of forming a line peaceably at the waiting room as they leave
the car, they arc seen to stream from the
car windows amid the maledictions and
none too gentle kicks of Conductor
-t -liarlie" Crowell, whose register has
been jammed by an inserted shingle nail
and who is trying to collect the fares in
his hat amid loud applause and derision.
But the most remarkable characteristic
of these "boys" is their manner of dress.
Each class adopts some uniform which
may be anything from the working garb
of the pipe-fitters' union to the zebra-like
hat and suit of the Sing-Sing inmates;
one never knows until they arrive.
After acting all over the campus worse
than the Frosh on rising night, our venerated alumni tear for the Commons
where hundreds of pounds, yea, tons of
After many years
grub adorn the board. Immediately after
of service as a direetluncheon, all who have not over-eaten
Curren t prierator,
original application in
join
the famous class frolics. Now these
the treel Industry In
/?,91—in the k.dgat
are truly a wonderful occasion. The
Th,,mpson U arks of the
country's most remarkable acrobatic tal('arnegie Steel Co., Bessemer, Pa.---rnded Is
ent is herewith shown. Well does one
days as a motor is the
pattern shop.
recollect this affair in 1920 when one
rather stout gentleman shinned up the
flagpole to do the high dive stunt. Up
and up he went until, despite his corpulence he was a mere speck against the
fleecy clouds with only a puny net between him and the hard world. He locks
his ankles around the pole and leans outward. The audience hold their breaths—
only a boy lie seems—now he is ready to
jump—but suddenly with a deft sure motion of his hand he reaches in his right
hip pocket. What will he withdraw—a
bottle or a gat? But lol neither. His
In 1891 the first electric motor was put to work in a
hand now holds a small doll of the
steel mill. In 1905 the first large rolling mill motor,and
"Kewpie" type. Amid roars of indignation and shouts of "fake" he drops the
in 1906,the first reversing mill motor were also installed
doll
which punctures the net, is picked
in
steel
mills. These motors—all Westinghouse Motors
Where Westinghouse
up mangled and broken and borne off on
—were history-makers in the steel industry.
Blazed the Trail
a stretcher. The perpetrator of this latSteel I ndu st ry
est outrage slides down the pole and
Other
industries too have profited by Westinghouse
Textile Manufacturing
starts toward Old Town with the mob at
engineering pioneering.
Paper Making
his heels.
Rubber Industry
Next on the program is the arrest of
—In the textile industry, individual motor drive
Material Handling
the bearded lady as an imposter when
became a reality in 1902, in the Sauguoit Silk Co.,
Motion Picture Industry
the keen eyed police from the class of
Philadelphia, Pa.
Meat Packing
'OS discover that "she" is in reality a
Railroading
smooth shaven '10 man with curled hair
—In the rubber industry, Westinghouse ideas as
Ship Building
firmly attached to chin with LePage's
originally applied in 1900,are today the standard method
And Others
liquid cement. A chariot race is about
to follow when the vigilant police disof application in plants throughout the world.
qualify one horse because the taxes have
—In the handling of materials at the world's great
not been paid.
In one of thc side shows the wild man
shipping centers, in the manufacturing of paper, in the
who has been eating raw meat suddenly
motion picture industry,in coal mining,in meat packing,
begins to feel the effects of it and turns
railroading, ship building—in fact, in every branch of
a sickly green. The police escort him
from the grounds. He howls no more
human activity can be found progress and profits
and
his pep is as absent as the fourth
traceable directly to the pioneering of Westinghouse
dimension.
Engineers.
This year the Frolic will be featured
by a track meet between '09 who are
out for blood and '14 who were coiners
of the word "vendetta" and who carry
hatchets in their belts.
This meet will feature a fifty yard "go
get 'cm" and a quarter mile "hang tew
it." After the Frolic and ball game a
banquet will be staged in Alumni Hall,
followed by an informal dance in the
gym.

What
Industry
Owes to
Engineering

•

in Electrification
of Industry

Westinghouse

L

ACHIEVEMENT0OPPORTUNITY

Jimmie: "I'm sure one of my teachers
is German.
Dad: "How is that?"
Jimmie: "Because his marks are so
low."—Exchange.
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Freshmen Drop 12-6 Game
To Westbrook Seminary

1
/
1
2

II

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
2
1
1

Spring Semester 1924, May 23-June 3-SCHEDULE

ime of
1.:xamination
Time of
Exercise

rime of
Examination
Time of
Exercise

rime of
Examination
Time of
Exercise
- -

MON.

MON.
2

Time of
Examination
Time of
Exercise

Time of
Examination

SAT.
May 24
8.00 I

In Close Diamond Battle
Maine was defeated by Harvard May
5. in a see-saw ball game that ended with
the score 7-6. The lead changed several
times up to the end of the sixth inning
when with Maine ahead 6-5, Samborski
of Harvard hit for three bases scoring
two runs.
HARVARD
ab. bh. po. a.
4 3 0 0
Art Rogers rf
4 1 11
Campbell lb
4 0 1 0
1;ordon cf
4 2 3 0
Todd If
3 0 3 0
McGlone ss
1 0 1 2
Jenkins ss
3 1 1 1
Hammond 21)
3 0 1 3
Slayton 3b
3 1 6 0
Samborski c
3 0 0 3
Spalding p
---32 8 27 H
I',ital.
MAINE
ab. bh. po. a.
4 1 1 1
King c f
4 1 4 5
Burke 21)
4 2 0 0
Blair rf
4 3 13 0
Lunge lb
3 0 0 0
Pierce If
4 2 0 5
Stearns ss
4 1 2 3
Driscoll 3b
4 0 4 3
Gruhn c
2 1 0 0
Newell p
2 0 0 0
Thompson p

OF

EXAMINATIONS

MON.
4

MON.
5

oN

THURS.
May 29
1.30

Fat.
May 23
1.30

SAT.
May 31
8.00

SAT.
May 31
1.30

7

WED.
May 28
8.00

TUES.

T uss.
2

TUES.
3

TUES.
4

TUES.
5

TUES.
6

TUES.
7

MoN.
May 26
1.30

iIIURS.
May 29 '
8.00

SAT.
May 24
1.30

TuES.
May 27
1.30

Mos.
May 26
8.00

WED.
May 28
1.30

WED.
May 28
1.31)

Wsu.

F D.
2

WED.
3

WED.
4

WED.

WED.
6

WED.
7

SAT.
May 24
8.00

Mu.
May 23
1.30

WED.
May 28
1.30

THURS.
May 29
8.00
I

WED.
May 28 ,
1.30

THURS.
3

THURS.
4

TII URS.
5

THURS.
6

T HURS.
7

SAT.
May 31
8.00
Tuuus.
1

THURS.
2

Nlos.
May 26
8.00
FRI.

FRI.
2

Tii URS.
May 29
1.30

SAT.
May 31
8.00

SAT.

SAT.

Fat.
3

•

CAMPBELL'S INC.

146-150 EXCHANGE ST., BANGOR, ME.
The bet place to buy your athletic supplies and sporting goods.
"A Safe Place to Trade."
Make our store your Bangor Headquarters.
l'ou will be most welcome.

id]

CC

-~
a'osild you

For lunchei
Quite at ho

MON.
8

TUE s.
8

WED.
8

1. 11 l•k5.

This cap stays put!
Other caps get lost but the new Williams
Hinge-Cap stays where you want it. 'T'ruly,
that's an improvement.
Like the cap, the shaving cream in the
Williams tube is a big improvement, too. For
Williams lather is heavier and faster-working.
It holds the water in, so that your beard is
softened sooner. And the lather lubricates. The
raz 'r fairly glides over your skin! Because of a
soothing ingredient in Williams you can shave
daily yet always have a smooth and well-caredfor face. Williams is pure, natural-white cream.
Absolutely without coloring matter. Buy it, try
it-with the new Hinge-Cap!

Williams
Shaving Cream

Fat.
May 23
1.30
FRI.
4
SAT.
May 31
8.00

SAT.
3

1 0 0 0 Newell. Stearns, Hammond, Gordon,
1 0 0 0 Samborski, Spalding. Two-base hitLunge.
Three-base hits-Hasnmond.
37 11 24 17 Samborski. Stolen bases-Blair, Ham.
Totals
mond. Base on balls-Off
0 0 2 3 0 2 0 0 x-7 off Newell 2, off ThompsonSpalding I;
Harvard
I. Struck
0 1 3 0 2 0 0 0 0-6 out-By Spalding 4; by
L'. cf Maine
Newell 2: 1.
'Batted for King in the ninth. "Batted Thompson 2. Hits-Off Newell 3 in
1-3 innings; off Thompson, 5 in 4 .2.;.
for Burke in the ninth.
Runs-Lunge 2. Pierce 2, Hammond 2, Umpires-Kelleher and McLaughlin.
Slayton 2. Rogers, Todd. Spalding,
Patronize Our Advertisers
Burke, Blair. Errors-Burke 2, Driscoll,

*Dunham
"Jordan

Food that s

uEs.
May 27
8.00

ime of
Examination
Time of
Exercise

MON.
3

CAMPUS

001 Harvard Defeats Maine

0
0
1 0
0 1

Hight rf
Kelso p
Wass p
*Maxwell
1 0 0 0 0 0
Westbrook Seminary defeated the for Brown
1 0 1 0 0 0
Gay
Jenkins
for
score
of
by,a
afternoon
Freshmen Friday
12-1). Kelso worked well for one inning,
33 6 527 8 3
Total
after which the game was loose. Wass
scoring
the
Base hits off. Kelso 11, Wass 2, Halreplaced Kelso and stopped
the
throughout
but
inning
second
ston 3. Sullivan 2; Base on balls by,
in the
game the visitors out hit and out played Kelso 1, Wass 1, Halston 1; strike outs
by Wass 7, Halston 5; Sullivan 4; stolen
the freshmen.
base,'by Cassista, Clume; hit batsman.
WEST BROOK SEM.
Kelso;
ab. r. bh. po.a. e. Lewis by Halston, Gerrimah by
hits
base
Ready;
3
home
Elliott,
by
runs
0
0
0
6 1 3
an e f
McQuigg
.
by
sacrifice
hit
Phillips;
h:ppolito,
4 1 0 2 2 0
tterrimah ss
t;erriniah,
Ready.
4 1 1 3 1 1
Chume 3b
Time 2 hr. 15 min. Umpire, Mallory.
5 1 1 1 0 0
tiritiin If
1
0
8
2
2
5
11)ppolitit lb
The University of Maine has been
5 2 2 3 1 0
Phillips 21)
0
4 1 2 0 0
asked to cooperate with the schools, colBeatty rf
4 1 0 9 1 0 leges, and patriotic societies of the counMel kmald c
3 2 2 0 0 0
Holston p.
try in contributing to the Belleau Wood
2 0 0 1 3 0
Sulli‘an p
The hundred and
ell(111Wment fund.
famous battlefield,
this
acres
of
tuenty
42 13 27 8 2
Total
which was to be sold as an amusement
MAINE FRESHMEN
park. were bought by the Belleau Wood
Memorial Association incorporated by an
po.
a.
e.
bit.
r.
ab.
3 2 0 1 2 0 act of Congress, March 3. An endow(i'assista 3b
4 2 1 8 0 0 ment fund of $100,000 is necessary for
Lewis c
4 1 1 0 2 0 the upkeep of the park, and this amount
Hackett ss
4 1 1 3 0 0 is being made up in twenty-five cent conElliott cf
2 0 0 1 0 2 tributions by those who are interested in
Johnson If
1 0 0 0 0 0 a permanent memorial to the memory of
*Brown If
4 0 1 .9 0 0 all who fought in the Belleau Wood secHanscomb lb
3 0 0 1 3 0 tor.
Gay 21)
_

fime of
i:xercise

MAINE

FRI.

FRI

5
-MON.
May 26
8.00

SAT.
4

This advertisement, submitted by J. E. Loveless of Leland
Stanford Jr. University, was awarded third prize in the
Postum Cereal Company'sintercollegiate advertising contest.

Why work overtime?

\VI
May 28 ,
1.30

The student who works overtime is
often the one who, for some reason, is

a
Please report conflicts to the Registrar at once.
NOTE: By the Time of Exercise is meant the time of the first exercise of the week in any given courst. For
example: If a course is given Monday. Wednesday and Friday at the third period, it is said to he given Monday the
third period. By referring to Monday. third period, in the schedule, it will be seen that the examination falls upon
Saturday. May 24 at 8.06.
Any inctructor is allowed to continue an examination three or even four hours if it does not conflict with other
examinations.
The following examinations will be held as follows:
Ag 12 Field irons
(All Div.)
Mon.
May 26 @ 8.00 25Ww
BI 58
Entomology
Mon.
June 2 @ 8.00 22C
Ch 2& 4 Chemistry
(Inc. Lab.)
Fri.
May 23 @ 8.00 305A
Fe
2 H. of Flee. Eng.
See instructor
t) 1:111(1. of Flee. Mach,
May 24 @ 8.00 23L
Sat.
Fe
Flee. Testing
Sat.
May 31 @ 8.00 23L
Ec22 1:lem. Telephony
Wed.
May 28
1.30 23L
Fe .•ti, Alt. Currents
8.00 23L
May 29
Thurs.
Er 52 Alt. Currents
Mon.
8.00 23L
May 26
Fe 76 Elec. Testing
Tues.
May 27 t 8.00 23L
21) Econ. Problems
Fri.
1.30 30C
May 23
Students who can not take Es 21)
as above may appear
May 24 @ 4.00 30C
Sat.
Fr 52 Survey French Lit.
Mon.
June 2 @ 8.00 11F
tik 52 Creek 1.it.
June 3
Tues.
Ly
8.00
Ile
8 Dress
8.00 35Ww
Mon.
June 2
54
I.t
lIorace Satires
Mon.
June 2
8.00 13W
Mc 4 Musk Appreciation
Sat.
May 31
8.00 171V
Mc 51
& Conducting
Mon.
June 2
8.00 17W
Me 82 Heat Engineering
1.30 271.
Sat.
May 24
Me 84 Heat Engineering
May 23 (5) 8.00 271.
Fri.
Me 94 Hydraulic Motors
May 24 Or 8.00 271.
Sat.
2 Public Speaking
May 23 (0) 8.00 .30C
Fri.
11)
4 Arg. & Debate
May 23 ro) 8.00 204A
Fri.
Ph 16 Shakespearean Readings
June 3
8.00
IF.
Tues.
Students who can not take Ph 2 as above may appear
Tuesday, May 27
4.00 1E
Students who can not take Ph 4 as above may appear
Wednesday. May 28
4.00 1E
Pe 2 & Pc 4 Physical Education (Women)
Wednesday. May 28 @ 4.00 30C
Ps 52 Mechanics and Heat See Instructor
No changes can be made in this schedule.
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not truly efficient. The almost imperceptible slowing-down of his thinking
necessitates spending more time and
labor on his work.
It is a surprising fact that much of
this inefficiency is due to a slight neglect in eating.
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"If y.)11 plea
hickens."

Many people do not

realize that all the healthful, nutritive
and laxative properties of whole wheat
bran can he secured in a really tempting
breakfast dish.

'.ats (1,,tet hay
"Was them c
last night fron
"Of course.'
"Well. them'

Post's Bran Flakes, while retaining
all the natural' properties of bran, have

a rich,

appetizing flavor that is deli-

ciously different. Crisp, crunchy, and
wit-brown, Post's Bran Flakes appeal
to the most critical.
To satisfy your taste and your reason,
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'
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try Post's Bran Flakes fol. tomorrow's
breakfast. You will be treating yourself to a pleasant .urprisrs. and storing

up hours, not for "overtime," but for
recreation.
POSTUM

CEREAL

COMPANY

Bailie Creek, Michigan
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WEEK OF MAY 19th
MONDAY—TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY

Cccil

"TRIUMPH"

rods

With LEATRICE JOY
ROD LA ROQUE
THURSDAY—FRIDAY - SATURDAY
The Season's Sensation

"Lilies of the Field"
CORRINE GRIFFITH—CONWAY TEARLE

'..11:=EMMI=BIZELVINECEIBb

drop around for tea,
Would you like to know a place where you could
you
can be
place where
For luncheon or for dinner?' It's a
atmosphere.
Quite at home. It's quiet, cosy, has a charming
isn't dear.
Food that sort of makes you hungry, and it really
you're blue,
Come and sit beside our fire. when it's cold or when
When your working time is over, when you've nothing else to do.

branch of the American As•..ciation of University Women was
rinti(I here May 12 at a meeting held
,t! the University Inn. This is to be
;o1,,tui a. the University of Maine
r;e:ch. and is the second to be estab1.bvil in the State, the other being at
11'..turyiIle.
Als,ut thirty women connected with
University were present at the meetincluding members of the Faculty
anil wives of professors, representing
aiN,ut ten other institutions besides the
Maine colleges.
Miss Caroline Colvin, Dean of Uni'arsity of Maine women was made head
,.f the new society. Dean Colvin recentreturned from a meeting of the International Association of College Women
at Washington, with which the American Association is affiliated.
.1t a later time, according to Miss Col\'1t1eo of the present senior class
'
the University may be taken into the
gitnization.
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UNIVERSITY OF MAINE
ab. r. bh. po. a. e.
4 1 1 0 0 0
King cf
3 1 0 2 2 2
Burke 2b
4 0 111 0 0
Blair c
0 0 0 0 0 0
Gruhn c
4 0 0 7 0 0
Lunge lb
4 0 0 3 0 0
Pierce If
4 0 1 0 1 0
Stearns ss
4 1 2 0 2 0
Driscoll 3b
4 1 1 2 0 0
Dunham rf
1 1 0 2 2 0
Perry p
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those who have
smoked Melachrinos
can judge the quality
of the finest Turkish
tobacco.
NLY

O

ORIGINAL

ELACHRINO
Over"
"The One Cigarette Sold the World

HERE THEY ARE TO Pick AND CHOOSE FROM
Coats
All the newest Spring Fashions in Young Men's Suits and Top
$39.50
$24,50, $29.50, $34.50,
Specially Priced

EXCHANGE ST., BANGOR

J. WATERMAN CO.
Totals

32 5 627 7

UNIVERSITY OF N. H.
ab. r. bh. po. a. e.
If
5 1 1 2 3
Wentworth ss
2 0 0 2 3 2
2b
0 0 0 2 0 0
Hammersley 2b
5 0 2 3 1 0
O'Connor cf
4 0 0 0 0 0
L. Fernald rf
2 0 0 1 0 0
Applin rf
4 1 2 1 0 0
H. Fernald If
4 1 112 0 0
Nicora lb
1 0 0 1 1 0
Foote 3b
2 0 1 0 2 0
Noy ,31,)
2 0 2 1 0 0
Metcalf c
2 0 0 2 2 0
Campbell c
2 0 0 0 0 0
Garvin p
1 0 0 1 1 1
Barnes p
2 0 0 0 0 0
Emerson p
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Maine defeated New Hampshire at
Durham May 6 by a score of 5-3.
While Perry allowed ten hits to the
New Hampshire batters, he pitched a
good game, keeping the hits well scat:ered and striking out ten N. H. batters.
Garvin. who started his first game of
the season for New Hampshire, was certainly not at, his best. Driscoll, the first
man up in the fifth, singled to left and
was thrown out at second when Dunham
was safe at first. Garvin gave Perry a
base on halls and hit the next man to
bat. At this point Coach Swasey put
Barnes. his speed ball pitcher, into the
box. Barnes got a bad break at the outset. He forced the first batter to hit
weakly to him and then made a wild
throw to first base. This error allowed
the three men on bases to score and the
runner to make third base. New Hampshire could not make up their loss and
the game ended with Maine leading by
two runs.

he 3firetiie ra
199 maul 4,trrr1

American Association
of University Women

CAMPUS

Maine Gets 5-3 Decision
Over New Hampshire Univ.

some tea;
l'ou are welcome. Drop in any time. and smoke or have
and see!"
It is homelike and attractive, and you'll like it. Come

Open from
11 .'t. M. to 11 P.M.

M.A.1/IE

Telephone 3228-W

New Instructors

Totals

Six iie‘v appointments to the University of Maine Faculty for the year 192425 have been announced by President
Little. They are Phineas W. Whiting,
Ph.D., professor of biology; William H.
Eyster, Ph.D., associate professor of
biology; Harry E. Farnsworth, A.B., associate professor of physics; Albert M.
Turner. A.B., associate professor of
English; William I. Zeitler, M.A., assistant professor of English; and Alvin
C. Eurich, B.A., instructor in Public
Speaking.

U. of M.
U. of N. H.

Maine's Large:4 Outfitter for Men and Boys

New Shape Brim
Dobb's Hats
Blue Pearl

Miller and Webster
Clothing Co.

CHATEAU
DANSANT
Dancing Every Wednesday
and Saturday
WATCH PAPERS FOR

SPECIAL ATTRACTIONS
MAINE

BANGOR,

—Bangor—

38 3 9 27 13 3
0 1 0 0 4 0 0 0 0-5
0 0 11 0 0 0 1 0-3

Try An Icecream In

Three-base hits—Wentworth, O'Conbases—Ring, Driscoll,
nor. Stolen
O'Connor, Roy, Applin 2. Sacrifice hits
—Burke 2. Perry, Roy. Base on balls—
Off Garvin 1, off Barnes 1, off Perry 2.
Hit by pitched ball—King, by Garvin.
Struck out—by Barnes 3, by Perry 10.
Wild pitches—Perry. Umpire, Tilton.
Time. 2.

We cater especially to College
trade
Exchange Street
BANGOR,

"Be Honest," Says Greer
Of Harvard University
hate

I hate women, and I'm glad I
'cm, 'cause if I didn't hate 'em I'd like
"There is a great deal of difference
'em, and I hate 'em.—Brown fug.
between what a man honestly thinks,
what he thinks he thinks, and what he
Doctor—.All you need is a little sun and wants the other fellow to think," said
Mr. Greer, director of physical training
air.
Harvard, in a talk in chapel, Monday.
you!
at
dare
how
Patient—Sir,
Fair
Michigan Gargoyle "This is true of religion and science in
college and out, and it is likewise true
college athletics. There are differing
of
"How do you keep that school girl opinions and resultant controversies, each
complexion?"
group distrusting the other because one
"A soft soap artist like you ought to never knows whether the other's opinion
sin Octopus.
"If you please. Ma'am. the cat's had know."—Wiscon
is what he really thinks, what he has
argued himself into believing he thinks
Rover—"Cat. why do you howl so because others around him think that
:Nonsense. Nora, you mean kittens.
' don't have chickens."
much?"
way. or what he wants other people to
-Was them chickens you brought home
Tom—"Boy. if you were as full of believe he thinks."
Lt.t night from the store?"
Mr. Greer developed this idea and apiolin strings as I ant, you'd howl too."
"Of course."
—Boston Bean pot plied it to intercollegiate and internation"Wt I!, them's what the cat's had."
al problems.
"We never can have a League of Na—Follies
When it coems to women, cultivating
he said, "until we learn to trust
tions,"
moustache is like raising hell.
of the other fellow's opinion.
honesty
the
Doo
Voo
—Mass. Tech.
WATERING THE STOCK
Neither can we have the best of inter"t• are you going with that goat,
collegiate athletics until we do."
?'•
Prof.—"Do you know Lincoln's GettysHe went on to point out that the col" \ to the lake. Come along if burg Address?"
lege which has difficulties with other
aanter see some fun. This here
History Student—"Oh—I thought he colleges is the one where honesty of
has just et a crate of sponges, and lived in Washington, D. C."
opinion is lax and where fundamentals
- "i' down to let him drink."
—Buffalo Bison are sacrificed to popular and shallow
—Belle Hop.
—
ideas.
"Be honest all along the line," he said.
honey?"
sneezin'.
all
yo
Minnie—"Be
-"John. I should you'd do sometry to make yourself think that
-Don't
honey;
sneezin'
Rastus—"No, ah ain't
worth while."
think something just because others
you
fic--"Dh. what's the use of setting the ah'se sneezin' sneeze. What you think think it when you know that they are
• !I tire. One couldn't live in it mah nose is. a bee hive?"—Wasp.
wrong. Have one platform and stick to
—N—
'a .iY.--Bostort Reanpot.
it and let others see that you are right.
Teacher—"Johnny. your conduct is Honesty of opinion will do much to put
111 have to go back. I for- outrageous. I will have to consult your college athletics on a higher and fairer
Is•t
basis."
father."
I) ,n't bother.
Doctor, the
Johnny—"Better not, teacher—it will
;umber left his down cellar. I'll get it
Don't forget the Maine "Hello."
right swa.s.
cost you two dollars. He's a doctor."
-Wisconsin Octopus.

Oriental
Restaurant

MANUFACTUitlID BY

EARL C. GOODWIN '15, Pm.
M. C. GILMAN '15, Treas.

MAINE

Dance Programs
BACON PRINTING CO.
Dtpostiat le Pt inlet .1"
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Agents Wanted
EARN BIG VACATION
MONEY. You can count o41O
to $15 a day selling this new
accessory for Ford cars—SURE() GAS, the Otwell
valve. Makes it impossible to run
out of gas. Easily installed. Every
Ford owner wants one. Write for
our liberal proposition.

SPORTING GOODS

The Otwell Company

See

le A
6336 LS
Dstrellt,

For

FISHING
and

FRED C. PARK

Hardware
Orono
11111111•••••11160

E. J. VIRGIE
Clothing
Haberdashery
Shoes
ORONO

SUMMER WORK
See

Cy Brown
At the
S. A. E. House
I uller-agent

BEA NEWSPAPER CORRESPONDENT with the Heacock
Plan and earn a good income while
learning; we show you how; begin
actual work at once; all or spare
time; experience unnecessary; no
canvassing; send for particulars,
Bureau,
Training
Newswriters
Buffalo, N. Y.

Chalmers' Studio
High Class Photography
BANGOR,

MAINE

MAINE

TEE
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CAMPUS

inspiration to us all. In behalf of
the students of the University he wished
:he X roomans God-speed. Doctor Little
also wished them success He said that
alien the University of Maine sends her
children out, she neser knows whether
they will prove worthy of her and some
day return home or not. He also stated
that on this Mother's Day. Lee has come
back and the University has taken him
to her heart.
The service ended with the benediction
pronounced by the Reverend C. W.
:III

BOY S==ATTENTION!

CLOTHES
DO

You'll need a new pair of

Army Shoes
at Training Camp.
Special sale price
Army shoes #1 now $3.95
....1`.2 now $3.33
Army shoes 4

in Biology.
Chemistry. Economics and Sociology, Education, English, French.
German, Greek Language and Literature, History, Latin, Mathematics and Astronomy, Psychology, Physics, and Spanish and
Italian. Special provisions for graduates of normal schools.
Cousais Or AGRICULTURE.—Curricula in Agricultural Education, Agronomy, Animal Husbandry, Biology, Dairy flusbaedry.
Forestry,' Home Economics, Horticulture, Poultry Husbandry,
School Course in Agriculture (two years). Short winter courses.
Farmers' Week. Correspondence and lecture course. Demonstration work.
COLLEGE or Twit NOUX;l.—Curricula in Chemical Engineering. Chemistry. Civil Engineering, Electrical Engineering, and
Mechanical Engineering.
MAINE AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STAT10N.—Offices and
principal laboratories in Orono; Experiment Farms in Monmouth
and Presqae Isle.
GRADUATE COURSES leading to the Master's degree are offered
by the various colleges.
SU M 31 ER TFRM of six weeks (graduate and undergraduate
credit).
For catalog and circulars, address
THE REGISTRAR
ORONO, MAINE

Senior Skulls were tapped: Raymond F.
Lunge of Kennehunk, Chester W. C.
Campbell of Gray; George H. Gruhn of
Columbus, Wis.; James T. Blair of
Medford, Mass.; Wilmer A. Elliott of
Montreal, Jam A. Lawry of Fairfield,
Albert H. Repscha of Milo, Benjamin
W. English of New Haven, Alden H.
Turner of Topsham and Joseph Murray
mif Hampden.
In the afternoon the freshman baseball team was defeated by Westbrook
Seminary. It was here that the young
lady guests and legitimate motor cars
(not "bugs") made their appearance:
all in preparation for the "Prom" at
8:00 o'clock. The music furnished by
Hardy's orchestra made the attractively
Neatly crimheil, et ell kept hair is a
decorated booths look s cry lonesome exbusiness sod IA asset.
cept during the intermissions.
STACONIB rushes the hair stay combed
in any st)Ir )ou like esen after it has
Saturday morning the freshmen dejust been w ashed.
feated
Hebron Academy in baseball and
ii•ieisat—has been
in field events in the afternoon. The
used fur
hs stirs of stage and
screen—leaders of stslr. Write today
and regimental review of the R. 0.
for free trial tutv.
C. attracted some attention at noon.
Tubes-35c Jar.-75c
In the afternoon the Varsity defeated
boio on STACOMR—in the blikk,
Ilates in the fastest baseball game of the
yellow end gold package.
For sale at !out druggist or wherever
,
ason giving Maine a good chance at
toilet goods are sold.
inning the state championship.
Standard Laboratories.loc.
The Track Club Cabaret was crowded
113 West
St•ert New York Oa,
capacity. The unique entertainment
Send coupon for Fro* Trial Tube.
c,iupled with the excellent music and
STANDARD
.•
111 WPM 10111 St
service made it one of the most enjoyable
Mrsrad me fr.. trui
iunctions of the week.
Owe
Special speakers and music were obiained for the commissioning exercises
of Lee Vroomsm and wife for their work
in Turkey. As this was also Mother's
Juniors Ha‘e Annual Week-End 1,);;
fit. several fraternities attended as a
Jubilee
(Continued from Page On-)
Missionaries Get Commissions
his university on graduation was the
Here
overcoming of some weakness that had
(Continued
from Page Oise)
been discovered in himself or the University. After chapel exercises pledges in preparing for one's life work. the
were announced to the Senior Skulls.
of Christ is the noblest field one
Following the exercises, the following can enter. He hoped that Lee would be

Unruly Hair
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BEING PERFECTLY GROOMED, WHICH
GOES SO FAR TOWARD SUCCESS.

ohn T. Clark Company
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"A HICKEY-FREEMAN FOR FIT"
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Apology

from Colby Is Formally
Accepted Here
(Contitiu.4 #rim Pace One/

Sport Clothes

In a communication to Dr. Parmenter,
chairman of the Athletic committee of
Colby College. Coach Ryan stated that
he had misconstrued a part of a conversation which took place between
Graduate Manager Bryant of the University of Maine and Ptofessor Grover
just before the start of one of the races
last year. Because of this, his objections were without foundation and could
not be substantiated. therefore Coach
Ryan withdrew them, and expressed regret that the situation had arisen.
Dr. Parmenter forwarded a communication to President Little of the State
College and enclosed Coach Ryan's letter. Favorable action by the Athletic
Hoard followed.

at

FREESE'S
include
SILK AND

"Icebound" Presented by Masque
and Domino

FLANNEL

VERY

STRAND THEATRE
Thurs. May 15—Fox Special
-TEMPLE OF VENUS"
Fox News
Fri. May 16---All Star Cast
"GIRL WHO CAME BACK"
Comedy and News
Sat. May l7—Buston Keaton
"OUR HOSPITALITY"
"Fighting Blood"

Mon. May 19—A Big Picture
"RUPERT OF HENTZAU"
in 10 Parts
Tues. May 20—Bert Lytell
-THE MEANEST MAN IN THE
WORLD"
Comedy
Wed. May 21
"MONANA VANNA"
by Maeterlinck

Get Extra Credits at Home

Rom! Table Entertained

More than 450 courses in history, English, Mathematics.Chemistry.
Zoology, Modern Languages, Economics, Philosophy,Sociology.etc..
are given by correspondence. Learn how the credit they yield may
be applied on your college program. Catalog describing courses fully.
furnished on request. Write today.

51

Irbe ilinibersitv of Chicago
95 ELLIS HALL

CHICAGO ILLINOIS

4.-

Tea was served from 4:30 to 5:30.
\lice Keene sang, accompanied by Mary
Friend. Leita French played several
piano solos and Grace Armstrong played
the violin. The attendance was very
good and everyone is looking forward to •
a most successful year.
51

DRESSES, AND

-t

It is considered a high honor for a
student to have attained this list, and reflects great credit as well on the parents.
:l ie home community, and whatever other
.:encies have contributed toward the
-•lident's training in scholarship and
od citizenship.

Johnny--(at the box office): "Please
give me two good tickets."
Man at box office: "Date?"
Johnny—"Yeh."

ALL HIGH SHADES,

SMART NEW HATS

Ranking Tech Sophomores
Honored
i('antinued from Poor One)

—
"eitertainmeot for the Round Table
s furnished by the girls of the Uni•e at Balentine. Tuesday. May 6. Bethe entertainment, election of offi-- for the ensuing year was held.
I .o.,rary President : Mrs. C. C. Little;
Esecutive Board: Prof. Ava Chadbourne. Mrs. Noah Bryan and Miss Arline Besse; Secretary. Miss Hope Norwood: Treasurer. Mrs. Harry Smith and
Executive Committee: Miss Alice Patch,
Miss Margaret Boothbay. Miss Clara

FIN

SKIRTS IN

SWEATERS, BLOUSES, SILK AND

(Continued front Page One)
The cast :
Ben Jiirdan
kcitnethi MacGregory '26
Henry Jordan
Edward Engel '27
Emma. his wife
Lynette Walker '25
Nettie. her (laughter Clara Peabody
Sadie Fellows, a widow
Mary B. Harris '25
Orin, her son
Daniel Webster '27
Ella. the unmarried sister
Florence Gushee '27
Doctor Curtis Chester W. Campbell '25
Judge Bradford
Robert Hamlet '26
Jane Crosby. a sets ant Anna Torrens '27
Hannah. a servant Crystal Hughes '27
Tim, deputy sheriff
NN'illiam Bailey '26

High

FLANNEL

WHITE AND

St
,
,
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FREEMAN"

IT GIVES HIM THAT ASSURANCE, OF

Goldsmith Bros. - - Orono

COLLEGE Or ARTS AND SCIENCES.---MajOr Subjects

BY "HICKEY

GOES A LONG WAY TOWARD IT, FOR

New Cloth Fabric Belts

The State University Maintained by
the State and General Government

MAN, BUT A SUIT
Vul. XXV

them of the University of Maine's withdrawal from the M. I. T. & F. A. toAll the Rage
gether with the causes therefor, and advise them that the University of Maine
stands ready and desires to participate
in the formation of a new association
which will carry on the work of the
‘l I. T. 8z F. A. and suggests that the
in a variety oi Regimental
;,• per athletic authorities of each of the
Stripes and plain white at
four colleges immediately appoint two
representatives
of the other three col950 each
coaches) for the purpose of meeting with
representatives of the othe rthree colleges for this purpose, it being a condi:ion that the University of Maine does
not care to participate in such meeting
unless it is understood that one of the
regulations of the new association will be
that paid track coaches will not be elio gible to represent any of the members of
such new association."

University of Maine

MAKE A

TAILORED

w---Will Withdraw from M.I.T. & F.
Association
(Continued from Page One)
=MEIN,

NOT

GEORGE A. KING
Shop for

King's Ice Cream Parlor
PURITY Ice Cream and Dainty Candies

•••••

STUDENT'S SUPPLIES
AT
UNIVERSITY STORE
Fernald Hall

110 Yard D
iilby; Lawry
Rates, third.
220 Yard Di
Colby; Lawry,
Bowdoin, thit
(equals record
440 Yard E
Rates; Hami
Huron, Colby
I record).
Yard R
doin; Sanella
Bates, third.
(record).
Mile Run—
Holt. Bates, s
Time. 4 mins.
Two Mile
Rates: Payn
Bates. third.
120 Yard
Hardy, Bowd
Taylor, Colby
%cid of Ilowd
.onds. but
'vs n thro
220 Yard L
it field. llowd
(ital; Lovell,
4-5 seconds (
Running H
'411 and Hilc
for first
place
Running Hi
Rates: Farr
Dunham. Ma:
feet; 21.05 ft
P,,le Vaultdoin ; second,
• Bowdoin
inches; 10
Putting 11
Jackc, n. Mai
I tiiker,
' s5 lert : 4
Throwing
Y ,Fraser. M
Wen t w
184.85
Throwing
P— wdoin;
Tr'icY• Rates
r(et (record)
SUMS

,he mile
run
:40 yd. dash
. 4)Yd. dash
20 Y4.
hurdl
'4) yd.
run
T. Yd. dash,
iso mile sti

